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Does negative PMI indicate a need for further pain treatment?
-Concordance between PMI and other indicatorsMegumi Kishino1), Yoshiyuki Kizawa1), Yuko Sato3), Mitsunori Miyashita4),
Tatsuya Morita5), Toyoshi Hosokawa6)
1) Kobe University Hospital, 2) Kobe University Graduate School of Medicine,
3)Tohoku University Hospital, 4) Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine,
5) Seirei Mikatahara General Hospital, 6) Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine
(a)Objectives: Assessment of pain management is important and the Pain Management
Index (PMI) is a tool for assessing adequacy of treatment. However, PMI is based solely
on pharmacological management. This study aimed to clarify the relationship between
PMI and other indicators: pain intensity; interference with daily living; personalized
pain goal (PPG); satisfaction with pain treatment; quality of pain care by health
professionals and need for further treatment.
(b)Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional survey of consecutive University Hospital
cancer patients who were older than 20 years, had adequate cognitive function and had
no operation under general anesthesia within the previous seven days. With nurse
assistance, eligible patients rated the following indicators: pain intensity, interference
with daily living and PPG, using a 0-10 Numeric Rating Scale (NRS); satisfaction with
pain treatment and how health professionals have addressed their pain, using a 5 point
Verbal Rating Scale; and with binary choices for need of further pain treatment. We
collected data from medical records and charge nurses about analgesics used for each
patient.
(c)Results: One hundred and sixty-nine patients were recruited and 118 (69.8%)
completed the survey. The percentage with a negative PMI score was 46.5%. Kappa
coefficients between negative PMI and other indicators were: 0.15 for interference NRS
≧4; 0.17 for worst pain intensity at NRS≧7; 0.23 for average pain intensity at NRS≧4;
0.22 for inadequate pain care by health professionals; 0.26 for need of further pain
treatment; 0.29 for dissatisfaction with pain treatment; and 0.47 for unfulfilled PPG.
(d)Conclusions: The PMI shows moderate concordance with PPG and slight to fair
concordance with the other indicators. Large population studies are required to clarify
the relevance of PPG.

